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Overview
The nature of events has changed forever. Companies 
are re-considering their in-person event strategies and 
shifting to virtual events instead.

In a recent survey conducted in early 2020, 78% of 
marketing leaders said they expected to increase or 
significantly increase their budgets when it came to 
virtual events.

To help you plan and execute a successful virtual event 
strategy, we created this playbook to ensure success. 

Introduction

In this guide, we’ll cover: 

No matter if you’re a first-time virtual event planner or a seasoned 
veteran, we hope this playbook will provide you with a roadmap and 
enable you to deliver real business results.

How to monetize virtual events with sponsorship

How to attract and engage your virtual event audience

How to engage your audience once your virtual event  
moves to on demand

1
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Establish Event Strategy & Goals

Before getting into the nuts and bolts of virtual event planning, it’s Before getting into the nuts and bolts of virtual event planning, it’s 
important for your entire team to agree on the event’s strategy and goals. important for your entire team to agree on the event’s strategy and goals. 
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• Establish and Document Business Goals
Are you looking to generate net-new sales leads? Move existing 
prospects further down the sales cycle? Educate re-sellers on your 
latest products? 

Create a written business plan that details measurable business goals. 
Share the plan with the entire team, solicit feedback and get buy-in 
and approval from the executives who are funding the virtual event. 
At the conclusion of the virtual event, you’ll report on the measurable 
business goals to determine its overall success.

• Identify Your Target Audience
What type of audience are you looking to attract? What are their 
demographics and psychographics? Are they ready to participate in 
an online event, or are there technological barriers? How does that 
influence your decision regarding the format of your event? What can 
you do to prepare them for the move to an online platform? 

It’s important to clearly document your target audience personas and 
plan for their needs.

• Define Your Format, Style and Personality
Consider the style and personality of your virtual event. Your 
technology platform provides pre-existing event templates. You can 
choose from their library and apply a certain amount of customization. 
While this option is efficient for both time and cost, you may decide 
that you want a distinctive and 100% custom-developed design.

To get started, follow these steps.
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• Outline Your Event’s Content
Determine how many days and/or sessions you want to host. 
Map out the topics and speakers and think about how you’ll 
sequence them. Finalize the format of your sessions, along with 
their interactive tools.

Examples of virtual event formats and interactive tools include:

• Create Your Virtual Event Team
Identify and staff your virtual event team. Just as an in-person 
event has one or more people assigned to specific functions, you 
must cover all the essential roles for your virtual event. 

Typical roles include:

Event Lead 
A decision-maker with ultimate responsibility for the  
success of the event. Manages all aspects across  
all teams. Responsible for logistics and working with 
technology vendors.

Virtual Host 
The “event emcee” who welcomes attendees and gives  
them an overview of the day’s schedule.

Sponsorship Management  
The individual who manages the sales and marketing of 
virtual event sponsorship packages.

Content Management 
The person who manages the event’s content, including 
session topics, session schedule and speakers.

Marketing & Promotion 
The individual responsible for generating awareness 
and registrations of the virtual event.

Social Media Marketing 
The person responsible for promoting the event on 
social media channels.

Keynote presentations

Break-out sessions

Training sessions

Scheduled chats

Quizzes

Games
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Monetization & Sponsorship

Hosting a virtual event has both hard and soft costs. Hosting a virtual event has both hard and soft costs. 
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Hard costs include  
the event technology, A/V, and 
presenter's equipment (laptop, 
webcam, etc.)

Soft costs include  
the time and resources involved in 
planning, selling, and execution. To 
offset these costs, you can monetize 
with sponsorships.

Conference planners are familiar with 
creating sponsorship opportunities. 
In-person event packages can include 
sponsorship of session tracks or 
individual sessions, conference WiFi, 
or charging stations. 

In the virtual space, there is a wealth 
of digital inventory to monetize - 
session tracks, badging/gamification, 
networking lounges, exhibit booths, 
welcome messaging, and video 
throughout the event.  

How to Create Sponsorship Packages

Unlike an in-person event, the virtual event environment lives 
beyond the event dates and can be updated and promoted for 
months afterward. Promote this fact when speaking to potential 
event sponsors.

Creating sponsorship packages is more art than science. Here are 
some tips.

Create tiered packages.  
Include a variety of features and options at different price points. A tier 
of packages allows your top sponsors to receive all the benefits they’d 
like, while providing first-time sponsors with a lower entry point.

Create a clear delineation between package tiers.  
Ensure sponsors see a clear difference in value from one tier to the next. 
If the $15,000 sponsor package looks too close to the $10,000 sponsor 
package, it becomes too easy to select the $10,000 option. Be sure 
there’s a clear reason for a sponsor to step up from one level to the next.

Use a small set of packages.  
Less choice makes things easier for sponsors. It’s also easier for your  
sales team. We recommend that you create no more than five 
sponsorship packages.

Use scarcity to your advantage.  
Making a single Platinum sponsor package available can encourage  
your sponsors to “one up” each other in their bid to secure that package. 
In addition, it places a sense of urgency around the selling process.

1

2
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Display Ads
Take advantage of display ad inventory available in your virtual event platform. Some platforms provide 
display units in IAB-compliant sizes, allowing sponsors to re-use creative assets from their display 
advertising campaigns. As with display advertising, multiple ads can be served in rotation and be 
hyperlinked to the sponsor’s website or landing page. Display ads can also link to the sponsor’s virtual 
booth or to their sponsored webinar listing.

Here are ways customers have successfully monetized their virtual events.

Waiting for screenshots

Webinars or Session Tracks
Just like sponsoring a track at an in-person conference, you can present sponsorship opportunities for a track 
or individual webinars at your virtual event. Webinar sponsorships are attractive opportunities because they 
typically include giving sponsors a list of attendees who viewed the webinar. For sponsors, this is the biggest 
factor in determining their sponsorship ROI. You can also allow sponsors to place their brand elements in the 
webinar console. In addition, you can include sponsor handouts including a call-to-action in the presentation. 
Alternatively, you can sell sponsorship of vendor-specific webinars, allowing exhibitors to take center stage and 
provide a presentation on a topic they choose. 

Event Microsite
Your event microsite is a web page that provides basic information about the event: the title, date and 
time, schedule, speaker bios, registration form and more. Leverage your event microsite to list and 
promote your sponsors. List their logo and hyperlink to their website.
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Email Blasts
When you schedule email blasts to promote your virtual event, include a listing of your sponsors.  
In addition, list your sponsors in your auto-generated confirmation and reminder emails.

Badges
Attendee achievement badges are a great way to encourage engagement and participation in an 
event. Create custom sponsor badges that encourage attendees to engage with sponsors (e.g., 
visiting their booth and chatting with a staffer). Attendees can be rewarded with a badge that 
displays on their leaderboard. People love recognition and they’re also inclined to collect things. Tap 
into this phenomenon with badges.

Games
Gamification can be an effective tool for generating and sustaining attendee engagement. They can 
further engage attendees in your event’s content, while fostering connections and networking among 
attendees. You can sell sponsorship packages around individual games, enabling sponsors to incorporate 
their branding and messaging in the game. You can also provide a game dedicated to a single sponsor, 
allowing them to dictate the content (e.g., a trivia game, in which the sponsor provides the questions 
and answers).

Video Ads
Provide sponsors with the ability to record short video ads that are placed in selected areas of the 
virtual event. The video ads could be “click to play” (vs. autoplay) and the virtual event platform could 
track the number of video views. These videos can be added to spaces or as commercials or pre-rolls as 
a part of a session. 
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Marquee Messaging
Marquee messaging refers to the scrolling ticker that appears in the digital environment. Your event 
can include a series of marquee messages that rotate throughout the event or can be scheduled 
to appear at specific times. Utilize marquee messaging to promote your sponsors. The marquee 
messages can include hyperlinks to external web pages or to digital spaces within the environment.

Personalized Briefcase
A personalized briefcase allows virtual event attendees to save and store content from the 
event (e.g., white papers, product sheets, case studies, etc.). You can have content from one or 
more sponsors available to be added into attendees' briefcases, just like the conference bag 
you pick up at registration. 

Prize Center
If your virtual event includes prizes and giveaways, the prize center is the space in which you can list 
images, descriptions and rules and conditions for the prizes. You can sell sponsorship of the prize 
center, allowing one or more sponsors to be associated with the giveaways.

In-Event Emails or Announcements
Use in-show emails to push out a sponsor’s message to the event attendees. It is a highly 
valuable and direct form of contact that attendees respond to. For example, an in-event email 
or scheduled announcement can drive attendees to a sponsor’s booth, where they’ll engage 
with sponsor sales representatives. 
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Sample Sponsorship Packages

• 9 content tabs in the virtual booth, to 
organize documents in links 

• 50 documents and links, with 5 pre-
populated in the attendees’ briefcases

• Exclusive webinar featuring speakers from 
the sponsor company

• Reporting on all booth activity as well as 
activity in any sponsored areas

• Featured placement in the Exhibit Hall

• 1 in-show email sent at the time of 
sponsor’s choice to all connected attendees

• Logo and link on all email communications

• 15 ads (linkable to spaces, tooltips, and 
schedulable) throughout the event

Titanium Sponsor Package

$50,000

• 7 content tabs in the virtual booth, to 
organize documents in links 

• 25 documents and links, with 2 pre-
populated in the attendees’ briefcases

• Sponsorship of a panel discussion webinar 
(e.g., not exclusive to the sponsor)

• Reporting on all booth activity as well as 
activity in any sponsored areas

• Featured placement in the Exhibit Hall

• 10 ads (linkable to spaces with tooltips) 
throughout the event

Platinum Sponsor Package 

$30,000
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Audience Acquisition

Audience acquisition is a critical element of your virtual event program. Audience acquisition is a critical element of your virtual event program. 
Without the right audience, your award-winning virtual experience can Without the right audience, your award-winning virtual experience can 
go to waste. go to waste. 

There are three phases to audience acquisition:There are three phases to audience acquisition:

1

2

3

Pre-eventPre-event

During the eventDuring the event

Post-eventPost-event
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Pre-Event

Align program strategy with business goals.
Define success metrics based upon the business goals 
that gave rise to the program. Identify at least one 
business metric that can be attributed directly or 
indirectly to the virtual event (e.g., net new leads, pipeline 
created, etc.)

1

Before the event, your objective is to maximize registrations from your target audience. Let your audience know the date and time, the 
featured presenters and what’s in it for them. 

It’s important to follow this five-step promotion plan:

Develop promotional materials.
Event landing page including registration.  
Feature the event’s agenda, abstract and speaker list. Include social 
icons that encourage visitors to share the event with their followers. 

Integrate registration into your Marketing Automation and CRM 
system if appropriate.  
Leverage these platform integrations to ensure all of your data is in 
one place for better segmentation, scoring, qualification and sales 
follow-up.

Feature the event on your homepage.  
Prominently feature the event landing page on your website, 
including the hero/marquee area of your homepage. Also consider 
placing a fixed promotion above your site’s main navigation using a 
tool such as Hello Bar.

Create a word-of-mouth campaign. 
Write remove social media posts that employees, customers 
and partners can copy/paste to share with their followers with 
trackable links for each. 

Consider a gamification program amongst your sponsors.  
Enable your sponsors with a promotional kit and encourage them 
to share the event with their networks. You can incentivize them 
with additional leads for the sponsor that acquires the most 
registrants or a discount on their sponsorship.  

2
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3 Schedule your promotions.

• Email blasts.  
Email is the number one driver of pre-event registrations.  
Test different subject lines and times to identify the best open, 
click-through and registration rates. Send a “Your event is 
starting – log on now” approximately 15 minutes before the 
start of the event. This not only serves as a useful reminder, but 
also provides users with the login link. Users can click to attend, 
without searching for the link in previous emails. 

• Social media.   
Schedule multiple posts across your social channels (e.g., Twitter, 
LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram). Define a hashtag for your event 
and include it in all social media posts. Include images or video to 
attract attention. Also consider promoting the event in relevant 
LinkedIn Groups. 

• Blog posts.  
Write blog posts to promote the event. Interview speakers and 
highlight exhibitors. Use this channel to drive interest around 
the event.

• Press release.  
Publish a press release to announce the virtual event. Make 
sure to mention key sessions and speakers. Include the event 
registration link in the press release. 

• Search Engine Marketing (SEM), also known as paid search.    
Allocate a portion of your budget to pay-per-click (PPC) 
advertising. Your PPC ads on Google and Bing will drive 
targeted visitors to your event’s landing page. 

• Paid Media/Industry Partnerships.   
Team up with associations or partners with a membership 
base that fits your audience profile. Leverage digital programs 
such as sponsored newsletters, display ads, email blasts etc to 
get in front of them.
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Engage and activate influencers.
Industry influencers can promote your virtual event and 
encourage their followers to register and attend. 

Start first with your event’s speakers. Arm speakers with 
social media posts that they can share with their followers. 
Record short videos with speakers and upload the videos 
natively to your Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, etc. profiles. 
Next, engage with other industry influencers and ask if 
they’d be willing to promote the event to their followers.

4

Measure, evaluate and adapt.
Implement tracking links for all channels, sponsors, speakers 
etc. so you know where your registrants are coming from. 
Maintain a master list of your tracking links so you can keep 
track of all of your sources. 

Use Google Analytics, Facebook Insights, AdWords 
dashboards and other reporting tools to see which virtual 
event promotions are working well. Optimize future 
promotions based on these findings.

Check your registration list and calendar invites to see what 
audience you are not reaching. Is there an audience segment 
you're not reaching?

Encourage registrants to share the event with their networks. 
Post a message such as "I’ve registered for VIRTUAL EVENT 
LIVE, happening on June 29th. Won’t you join me?"

Share results and recommendations with executive 
sponsors and stakeholders. If appropriate, ask them for 
feedback and suggestions.

5

Checklist for Success
Use this checklist to ensure you have everything 

you need to create a solid promotional plan when 
acquiring an audience for your webcasts and 

online events.

Who is your  
target audience?

Why will they  
tune in?

What content types  
do they prefer?

What channels are  
they on?

What is your  
success criteria?

What are your  
goals/objectives?

What value are  
you providing?

Do you have a  
budget outlined?

Did you include all 
relevant channels?

Have you selected  
key influencers?

Do you have a  
content strategy?

Did you pick a date and 
put it on your calendar?
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If you’ve done a good job with audience 
acquisition pre-event, you can expect a 
large turn-out when you go live. Having 
a large audience attend your virtual 
event means increased pressure to keep 
them engaged.  
 
We recommend that clients apply the 
following goal to their virtual events:

To clarify, we’re referring to every two 
minutes throughout the entire event. It’s 
an ambitious goal; however, if you’re able 
to achieve it, chances are your audience 
will find the event quite engaging. 

During the Event

Encourage those who are not attending to still take part. Use social 
media to draw people in. Follow hashtags, cross promote by using 
influencer and speaker handles and create caption contests.

Upload content and highlights in real-time. Publish key takeaways 
to social media, email and blog posts throughout the event to 
create buzz.

Continuously tap into attendee recognition. Leverage badging  
and gamification elements for attendee engagement and 
participation. Leaderboards can be used to recognize active 
participants in the event. 

Use in-event announcements. In-event promotional tools can be  
used to easily share content without leaving the experience.  
For example: announce details of the latest prize or highlight the 
person atop the leaderboard.

Dedicate a social media moderator on your team. Having an 
individual watching over chatter and making timely updates can keep 
the audience engaged.

Checklist for Success
Here’s how to create an interactive experience so your audience 

becomes an active participant instead of a passive listener:

Attendees should touch 
the keyboard every two 
minutes using social tools 
such as Q&A, polling 
and chat. By doing so, 
they’re contributing to the 
content and conversation.
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Post-Event
After the live event is over, ride the momentum by continuing to engage your audience and get their feedback on the experience.

Checklist for Success
Follow this checklist to create an effective post-virtual event strategy.

Thank your audience for attending.  
Let your attendees know you appreciate them.  
Let them know what’s coming next, such as future  
events or webinars. 

Send out feedback surveys.  
Survey your audience, both quantitatively and 
qualitatively. Ask for numeric ratings on key 
elements of the virtual event and ask them to 
share their comments. Ask what topics they’d like 
to see covered in future events.

Re-emphasize your virtual event several times,  
several ways.  
Segment your attendees and registrants who did 
not attend into groups and develop an on-demand 
promotional strategy for each. Remember: 
messaging to each group will be different. 

Build a relationship with your audience.  
Send personalized messages to thank people 
who asked questions or shared insights. Are 
there any influencers or advocates to engage 
with for your next virtual event? Connect with 
them on LinkedIn and stay in touch.

Repurpose with a purpose.  
Create a highlight reel or curate content about 
the event. Create blog posts and presentations 
highlighting interesting take-aways from the 
event.
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Content & Programming

The day of your live virtual event is here! It’s important to have all your The day of your live virtual event is here! It’s important to have all your 
content and programming staged and ready to go. First impressions content and programming staged and ready to go. First impressions 
matter, so pay special attention to what attendees see and hear when matter, so pay special attention to what attendees see and hear when 
they first arrive.they first arrive.
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• Have a Strong and Compelling "Open"
Make your opening as memorable as possible and keep things creative. 

Upon login, capture your audience’s attention with the theme of the event and the tone you are trying to set. Prominently 
list the first scheduled activity of the day and keep the live content and conversations flowing throughout the entire event. 
Use games, badges, prizes and other incentives to create a friendly spirit of competition and keep attendees engaged with 
one another.

• Consider Using a Virtual Host
We use the term “virtual host” to refer to a person, recorded via 
video, who welcomes attendees to the event. The video greetings 
are placed in the lobby or entrance of the virtual environment and 
are the first thing attendees experience as they login.

Virtual hosts help provide a personal, multimedia-based welcome 
to attendees. The recorded greeting helps acquaint participants 
with the platform, the schedule for the day and the main areas of 
the environment. For attendees arriving at the beginning of the 
event, the virtual host can highlight the first scheduled session of 
the day (e.g., the keynote presentation).

The virtual host can “show” attendees around the space, explain 
when to use chat vs. Q&A vs. technical support and explain how 
to use the briefcase. Virtual hosts can also appear throughout 
the environment in different spaces and can also introduce 
presentations with pre-recorded or live introductions. Virtual 
hosts can be a great way to guide attendees through the event 
experience just like an MC. 
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• Use Topics Based on Audience Interests
Months prior to the virtual event, engage with your target audience to determine the topics they’re most interested in.  
Understand the primary challenges they face and the burning questions they need answered. Use quantitative and 
qualitative approaches to understanding their interests.

• Inventory top pages and blog posts on your 
website using Google Analytics. 

• Review social media analytics to 
determine the topics receiving the highest 
engagement rate. 

• Use data from PPC campaigns to 
understand the content and offers seeing 
the highest conversion rates. 

• Review email marketing metrics (e.g., open 
rate, click-through rate) to identify the 
topics in your emails drawing the most 
interest.

• Schedule phone interviews with key customers. 

• Organize focus groups with customers  
and prospects. 

• Use social listening tools to understand the 
conversation happening around specific 
topics, including the sentiment of those 
conversations. 

• Meet with Sales, Customer Support and 
Customer Success teams to determine the top 
questions or challenges from customers. 

• Speak to industry influencers to ask about the 
topics their audiences are most interested in.

Quantitative: Qualitative:
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Agenda & Run of Show

Program Formats and Scheduling

Live Broadcast

Simulive/pre-recorded

On-demand

Traditional  
Webcam and slides

Video-Centric  
Multi-presenter panel discussions, 

interviews, ask the expert (CNN style) 

Add additional panels  
to any of the above for audience 

engagement – Q&A, Chat, Polling, 
Handouts, Social Media, Call to Actions

60 mins 
(45 mins of content with  

15 mins Q&A)

30 mins 
(20-25 mins of content with  

5-10 mins Q&A)

15 mins 
(i.e. snackable content, customer 
stories, entertaining segments)

Presentation
Format TimingLayout 

Options
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A successful event takes all of the above into account and 
combines all formats, layout options and session times to cater to 
the audience and business goals. Don’t forget to build breaks into 
your agenda to give your attendees time to experience the event, 
check their email and stretch their legs.  

Reference the Run of Show example below to build your event 
agenda. Once you have your agenda nailed down, be sure to 
include calendar invites in your email communications and event 

DAY 
Live Time

Session  
Title

Speaker 
Name(s)

Sources (Live 
people, pre-recorded 
video, image, etc.)

Slides for 
Session 
(Y/N)

Studio or 
Webcam

People in Session  
(in addition to 
Presenters)

Notes

website so your attendees can block the time on their calendars.

For your internal teams, it’s important to document the flow 
and sequence of the event with minute-by-minute precision. 
Share this “run of show” document with the entire team 
producing the event. Throughout the event, each team member 
should be following the document to ensure that scheduled 
activities are happening on time.

8:00 AM - 8:05 AM

8:06 AM - 8:07 AM

8:08 AM - 8:48 AM

8:49 AM - 8:50 AM

8:51 AM - 9:14 AM 
(23 min  
PRE-RECORD)

9:15 AM - 9:17 AM

9:18 AM - 9:19 AM

9:20 AM - 9:40 AM

Welcome & Housekeeping  
(we can't go into solution 
selling without some more 
Mean Tweets)

Roll Mean Tweet Package 3

Solution Selling

Introduce case studies

Client Success Stories,  
Part 2

Close morning and transition to  
break but we can't leave you without  
another teleprompter challenge  
(Beck vs Sarah singing Wake me  
Up by Avicii) - with poll question

Roll Sarah vs Beck 
teleprompter challenge

BREAK

Jane Smith

Pre-record

Tom Anderson 
and Jerry 
Johnson

Jane Smith

Kyle and Doug 
- Clients: Karen 
and Lauren

Jane Smith

Pre-record

N

Pre-
record

Y

N

Pre-
record

N

Pre-
record

No PIP space on  
slides, so going 
to be slides + 
Rajul + Gerard 
the whole time

None

None

None

Pre-Record

None

None

Webcam

Pre-record

Rajul in 
Studio/ 
Gerard on 
webcam

Webcam

Pre-record

Webcam

Pre-record

None

Pre-record

One short  
video clip

None

Pre-record

None

Pre-record
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Speaker Training
For people used to presenting to an in-person audience, speaking 
to a 100% virtual audience can be challenging. You can’t make eye 
contact with your audience or read body language. You’re looking 
directly at the small circle that’s the lens of your webcam. You may 
wonder if anyone can even hear you.

As the virtual event host, spend one-on-one time with each 
speaker to train them on the virtual event platform and teach 
them how to best present to a virtual audience.

Embrace and understand the nature of LIVE.
• Do not strive for perfection.
• “Keep it real” to better connect with your audience.
• Avoid reading your slides to your audience.

Being nervous isn’t always a bad thing.
Plain and simple, your nervousness shows that you are 
human. This is a good thing! We have a tendency to feel 
blasé about things we don’t see the value of doing. It is good 
to put care and effort into being in front of the camera.

You are the expert.
You were asked to be a presenter because you have important, 
valuable information to share with others. You know the material 
better than anyone else, so use that fact to boost your confidence.

Be your authentic self.
Let your authenticity shine through. Be expressive and energetic. 
Nervous laughter shows that you are real. If you bumble a word, 
don’t make the “Oh no!” face or interrupt your flow. Just keep 
going. Chances are, your audience didn’t even notice.
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Practice makes perfect.
Practicing multiple times allows 
you to be able to make better 
eye contact with the camera 
(the audience) and gives you 
confidence when it’s your turn 
to take the stage. Be sure to 
conduct a “dress rehearsal” 
prior to the event to ensure your 
speakers are comfortable with 
the content and technology. 

Framing: Centered 
and less head room.
When most people sit down in 
front of a webcam, they position 
themselves so their head is in the 
middle of the screen, which creates 
too much empty space above your 
head. In industry speak, there’s too 
much head room. This will make you 
look small and insignificant. 

Use too little headroom and it will 
look like your head is stuck to the top 
of the screen. The solution? Raise your 
laptop or tablet so that your eyes 
can peer directly into the webcam. 
In other words, your device should be 
at a height such that your webcam is 
directly in your line of sight.

Lighting is important.
The only thing worse than an 
unflattering camera angle is not 
being able to see someone’s face at 
all. This can happen when a window 
or bright light is behind you—you 
become backlit. If possible, position 
your computer so you’re facing a 
window to take advantage of the 
natural light coming in.

If there's no window or it's dark 
outside, you need to turn on some 
lights. Overhead lights are better 
than none, but this kind of lighting 
isn’t always flattering. A better 
solution, if you’re at home, is to set a 
lamp on either side of your computer 
to provide a soft, even light. 

Simplify the  
background.
Messy closets. Cluttered 
bookshelves. Laundry on the 
couch. Find a different location 
with fewer objects behind you. 
You want people to focus on you, 
so keep the background as simple 
and uncluttered as possible.

If you’re using a laptop, you have 
a lot of flexibility to move around 
and experiment with different 
locations. Choose a clean, bright 
wall. Avoid bookshelves or walls 
with a lot of paintings or posters. 
Close any doors that might be in 
the background.
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Choose appropriate attire.
When you are on camera, what you wear matters as much as the content you are presenting. The camera reacts differently to 
certain colors and patterns. 

• Blues/cooler tones. Blue and other cool 
color tones enhance presenters on camera. 

• Tie long hair back. Hair can interfere with 
microphones and cause unwanted noises. 

• Contact lenses. If possible, avoid glasses 
because they can cause glare. If contacts 
aren’t an option, make sure to adjust your 
lighting. 

• Makeup. Foundation helps men and women 
avoid looking too shiny or washed out.

What to Wear:
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• Small patterns. Patterns (e.g., polka dots) 
can create interference with the camera, 
known as a Moire effect that creates ripples 
on the screen. 

• Busy, colored patterns. Large patterns with 
lots of colors can be distracting for viewers 
and distract audience members from your 
presentation. 

• High contrast colors (white, black, mixed).  
High contrast between colors can make it  
difficult for the webcam to get the right tone. 

• Scarves. Same as hair, scarves can cause 
interference with the microphone. 

• Dangling earrings and shiny jewelry.  
These accessories can reflect your room’s  
lighting to create a glare. The resulting glare  
will distract viewers and make it hard for 
them to see you clearly.

What Not to Wear:
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User Experience Design

We’ve covered monetization, We’ve covered monetization, 
audience acquisition, audience audience acquisition, audience 
engagement and content design. engagement and content design. 
Now it’s time to consider user Now it’s time to consider user 
experience design. experience design. 

Two areas to focus on are Two areas to focus on are 
responsive designresponsive design vs.  vs. 3D design3D design, , 
as well as the user journey.as well as the user journey.
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When considering the look and feel of your virtual event, 
one question to answer is whether to have a responsive 
design vs. 3D environment. A responsive or 2D design 
environment is based on a flat grid layout and uses simple 
buttons and labels, similar to a web page. This design 
option is a bit more content forward and can typically look 
like an extension of your company website. 

A 3D environment uses angles, texture and depth to give 
users the feel that they’re in a three-dimensional space. A 
3D environment may also use visually rich photography to 
make users feel like they’re walking through a convention 
center, an outdoor veranda or an elaborate exhibit hall. This 
design option is focused more on the visual experience with 
the content integrated within it. 

Most virtual event platforms provide “3D like” experiences: 
The event areas render with the depth of 3D but aren’t 
truly immersive. Users are not able to travel through an 
immersive experience like they would in the 3D virtual world 
of Second Life.

Responsive (2D or Flat Design) vs. 3D Design

• Use business goals to guide you.
Let the business goals for your virtual event drive your decision on  
Responsive vs. 3D. 

For example, is your objective to educate customers on your latest 
product offerings, with peer-to-peer engagement a secondary goal? 
A simple, responsive design may be best, so that the focus is on the 
educational content. 

Alternatively, do you want to facilitate like-minded attendees to find one 
another and interact? Perhaps a 3D environment, with virtual lounges 
and networking areas can facilitate this.

• An additional question to ask…
Ask yourself. “How do you want attendees to feel?”

If the answer is “I don’t know,” or “That question isn’t relevant,” then a 
simple, 2D environment—or, one of the basic 3D environments provided 
by the virtual event platform—may suit you just fine. If, however, you 
want to take attendees’ breath away—if you want to impress and wow 
them—then a custom-designed 3D environment may be the right answer. 
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User Journey
While no two virtual event user journeys 
are the same, we recommend that you 
craft the desired user journey and optimize 
your strategy and plan around it. 

For example, do you want 
maximum attendance at your 
keynote presentation? Or, do you 
want to maximize visits to sponsor 
booths, so that exhibitors have the 
best lead generation results?

Perhaps you want both. What 
order should they happen in: 
keynote attendance first, followed 
by booth visits? Or does the 
sequence not matter?

Here are some ways you can 
guide attendees toward the  
desired user journeys.

Users will consult the event schedule to decide what to do 
and when. Be intentional with the design of your schedule, 
keeping your desired user journey in mind. Don’t schedule your 
two most sought-after speakers for the same time slot, since 
half your audience will miss out. If you want to drive visits to 
sponsor booths, carve out times (e.g., 30-60 minutes or more) 
that are labeled as such. 

Use the event schedule  
to drive actions.

Let’s face it: sometimes you need to escort a user to an area 
rather than subtly nudging them in the right direction. Use 
features like scheduled pop-up announcements to guide 
users to the next session or to a specific sponsor’s booth. 

Don’t assume that attendees will follow the right path. 
Sometimes, they need to be told what to do.

Use platform features to get users 
where you want them.

The welcome area is one of the most visited spaces in a 
virtual event. It’s the place users land when they login. Use key 
navigational elements in this area to guide users where you 
want them to go. 

For example, if “attendee matchmaking” is a key business goal 
of your event, place a prominent call-to-action to that feature. 
Find strategic placements in other well-trafficked areas (e.g., 
the networking lounge) and provide a similar call-to-action.

Use design elements  
to guide users.
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Audience Engagement

People attend business conferences for two primary purposes:People attend business conferences for two primary purposes:

1

2

The learning opportunity from attending presentations, talks, The learning opportunity from attending presentations, talks, 
panel discussions and breakout sessions.panel discussions and breakout sessions.

The opportunity to network with like-minded professionals. The opportunity to network with like-minded professionals. 
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User-Generated Content
Mention the term “user-generated content” and most 
people think of blogs (e.g., Medium, WordPress, etc.) or 
forum sites like Reddit and Quora. On these sites, users 
publish questions, opinions and perspectives and invite 
others to weigh in. 

In a virtual event, user-generated content is a bit 
different. Instead of published posts that spur a 
conversation, the user-to-user content looks more like 
a networking event. In fact, user-generated content 
forms the basis of how attendees engage with one 
another in a virtual event. 

Here are a few examples:
Moderated chat.  
Think of an “Ask Me Anything” 
session that features your 
keynote speaker. A moderated 
chat session enables the speaker 
to engage with the audience 
via text-based chat. Audience 
members submit questions and 
comments. On the back end, 
a moderator views comments 
and questions and decides 
whether to approve or reject 
each one. The speaker can then 
post responses and comments 
publicly or privately.

Networking lounge. 
The networking lounge is an open and unmoderated group chat 
area where attendees can gather, meet and converse. Think of it 
like a “group text,” in which people post comments and others reply. 
Attendees like to visit the networking lounge to see who else is 
attending the event and to ask each other about favorite sessions.

Private chat. 
In addition to the open, public chat supported in the networking 
lounge, attendees can initiate private, 1:1 chats with other attendees. 
Think of it like the conversation that’s sparked when standing in 
the food line at a physical conference. In addition, when visiting a 
sponsor’s virtual booth, attendees can initiate private chat sessions 
with booth representatives who are online at the time.
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Gamification
Gamification is the use of game design techniques, including game 
mechanics and game dynamics, to drive participation, engagement 
and loyalty with an audience. To understand game mechanics is to 
understand human desires and motivations. 

In all walks of life, we strive for reward, status, achievement, self-
expression, competition and altruism. Game mechanics can be 
used in virtual event platforms to drive engagement around these 
desires. Game mechanics include points, levels, challenges, virtual 
goods, leader boards, gifting and charity.

Gamification can be used to achieve the 
following results in a virtual event:

• Drive traffic to sponsor booths
• Increase audience for sessions
• Improve peer to peer networking
• Increase content consumption from attendees
• Build audience loyalty
• Encourage audience members to join social  

media conversations about the event
• Increase participation in polling and Q&A during  

webinar sessions

Before you deploy these tactics, you need  
to consider the following:

• Understand what constitutes a “win” for your event
• Design for the emotional human, not the rational human
• Provide meaningful intrinsic and extrinsic rewards
• Most interactions are boring: make everything a little more fun

Badges are used to recognize, drive, 
and award participants for engaging 
in pre-defined activities throughout 
the virtual environment.  

Badges are an integral part of an attendee’s 
user profile and provide a way for event 
planners to map out an attendee journey: 

• Assign activity and achievement badges that 
align with the event’s goals and objectives  

Sample achievements include: attending a session, 
visiting a specific space, chatting with virtual event staff, 
playing a game or a combination of these and other 
activities.

• Make point values both visible and hidden to 
help qualify a lead 

• Display a leaderboard in the environment 
to show the top performers to drive the 
competitive nature amongst attendees and 
tie it into your giveaway system

• Create opportunities for bonus points, such 
as comments on LinkedIn, liking a Facebook 
page, etc.
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On-Demand Strategy

At the conclusion of the live virtual event, many event planners say that At the conclusion of the live virtual event, many event planners say that 
most of the work is done. The savvy event planners, however, realize the most of the work is done. The savvy event planners, however, realize the 
power and potential of the on-demand period. It’s an opportunity to power and potential of the on-demand period. It’s an opportunity to 
keep your audience engaged and drive further business results.keep your audience engaged and drive further business results.
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Post-Event Follow-Up

After the live virtual event, leverage the on-demand period to 
engage registrants who couldn’t attend live and stay engaged 
with people who attended the live event:

• Email campaigns. 
Deploy an email campaign to remind people of the on-demand 
access. Invite them into the environment to view presentations 
on-demand.

• Repurpose content or follow up on presentations.
Identify the most popular sessions and re-run them live or have 
a secondary presentation that addresses the questions that 
couldn’t be answered in the prior presentation.

Generate new content assets from your virtual event content
• Snackable videos
• Blog articles 
• Infographics 
• Webinar series 
• Podcasts

• Create or add new content into the virtual 
environment.  
Inform participants via email blasts and social media. 

In addition, review your analytics to learn how viewers 
engaged with your event, sponsors, fellow attendees 
and webinars. Invite users to take an online survey to 
share their input about the event. Ask them to rate each 
session with a numeric rating and invite comments, too. 
Apply the session feedback when creating your next 
virtual event. 

Follow up with attendees who had heavy participation, 
earned badges or won prizes. Send a thank you to 
attendees via email or social media. Finally, don’t forget 
to send a sorry we missed you email to registrants that 
weren’t able to attend to catch the on-demand version.
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Lead Management
Most virtual event platforms provide hosts with access to 
a real-time dashboard that tracks all attendee activity. The 
tracking begins with event registration and progresses to 
sessions attended, documents downloaded, spaces visited 
and more. 

This activity data can enrich your attendee profiles, further 
qualify your prospects, and give you a better understanding 
of what your audience is interested in. In turn, it can create 
more personalized follow-up and nurturing.

Lead Nurturing
Automate the follow-up with virtual event attendees by using 
a marketing automation platform to create a lead nurturing 
campaign. The goal of this campaign is to further qualify  
leads and hand them off to a sales rep when purchase intent  
is signaled.

Lead nurture campaigns that leverage emails sent out on a 
specific cadence can be enhanced with virtual event attendee data. 
Attendees can receive nurture content that relates directly to the 
content they consumed at the event.

After creating multiple emails with targeted content to fit your 
specific use case, you can set the cadence of your emails. You can 
create multiple lists of attendees that fit specific personas, level of 
qualification or product interest. The more specific you make your 
nurture emails, the better the results.

The more touches and conversations you have with your attendees, 
the more likely they will convert to happy customers. It typically 
takes 7+ touches to properly qualify a lead as ready for your sales 
team, so we recommend creating enough content to actively touch 
leads at least 7 times. This may include emails, phone calls and 
other digital channels; keep in mind where your target audience 
spends their time and focus your efforts there.

• Send qualified leads to sales via integration 
between your virtual event platform and your CRM 
system. (i.e. Prioritize the warm leads that clicked 
on a CTA in the event asking to speak with sales.)  

• Review chat transcripts for clues on prospects’ sales 
readiness. For example, questions about product 
features and pricing may indicate that prospects 
are actively researching for a product purchase. 

• Evaluate surveys to determine leads’ overall 
satisfaction with the virtual event. Use the survey 
results to determine the best method for Sales to 
follow up with leads.

Additional lead management steps you can take:

It typically takes 7+ touches to properly 
qualify a lead as ready for your sales team.
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Lead Scoring
Lead scoring can be a very useful marketing automation tool for 
properly qualifying leads who are marketing qualified and sales 
qualified. Robust scoring models can pinpoint the sweet spot for 
when a lead is ready to be contacted by sales. By pairing lead 
scoring with your virtual event data, you can gain valuable insight 
into your leads and their position in the sales cycle.

Once you outline the information that would be most valuable to 
your use case as a trigger for someone who is “qualified” you can 
set up a specific campaign that listens and looks for these triggers 
to complete some action. Each organization will differ, but it is 
common practice to send an email to the sales representative once 
one of their assigned prospects becomes qualified based on the 
rules and triggers outlined from the virtual event. 

In this alert email, you can include basic information about the lead 
and use tokens to pull in the specific triggers from the virtual event 
that designated them to become qualified. Using data collected 
from virtual events in lead scoring programs enhances your 
marketing qualification strategy immensely because this behavioral 
information is collected behind the scenes. 

In a virtual event, leads can create their own personalized experience 
without being pursued by a salesperson; as a result, their activity 
is completely authentic and can signal the proper time when Sales 
should step in. Lead scoring allows the lead to signal where they fit 
in the sales cycle without them even knowing.

Scoring
Actions:

Lead attends  
live events

Lead watches 
program

Lead downloads 
2 assets

Lead requests more 
information from 

sponsor booth Total
Score

Follow-Up  
Examples:10pts 20pts 20pts 50pts

= 100

=80

= 50

100+
Sales follow-up email, phone 
call and direct mail piece

51-100
Sales follow-up email

0-50
Nurture email

Here is a sample of how you may break up your lead scoring for a virtual event. The way you score may 
change depending on your event, content and needs.
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Lead Scoring Worksheet
Update and edit with your own models based on your event needs. Your lead score tiers and follow-up tactics can be edited to match your 
organization's sales model. 

Online Event Actions: Score

Company Name (Target ABM Account)

Job Title (Includes Marketing)

Registers for Event

Attends Event

Views Session

Views All Sessions

Views On-Demand Recording

Answers Polling Question During Session

Responds to Survey

Downloads Asset

Visits sponsor booth

Requests More Information From Sponsor Booth

Custom Action (Interacted in Event)

Custom Action (Total Time Spent in Event)

Insert Your Own Actions!

Lead Score Follow-Up Tactic

200+ pts

101-200 pts

51-100 pts

0-50 pts

Sales phone call, email and 
special discount pricing on 
product for engagement

Sales follows up with email  
and direct mail piece based  
on in event actions

Sales follows up with a 
personalized email about  
their visit 

Receives nurture emails until 
signaling they are ready to buy

40

20

10

20

30

65

40

30

30

25

15

75
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Key Takeaways

Good luck as you plan your next (or first) virtual event! We’ll leave you Good luck as you plan your next (or first) virtual event! We’ll leave you 
with key takeaways from each section of this playbook.with key takeaways from each section of this playbook.
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Establish Event Strategy & Goals
As with any marketing activity or campaign, your virtual 
event will be judged internally on whether it achieved its 
business goals. Create a written business plan that details 
measurable business goals. Share the plan with the entire 
team and get buy-in and approval from the executives who 
are funding the virtual event. 

Monetization & Sponsorship
In a virtual event, there is a wealth of digital inventory 
to monetize. Find the best ways to assemble this digital 
inventory to create attractive sponsorship packages that 
you can sell to exhibitors.

Audience Acquisition
Before the event, focus on awareness and publicity to drive 
registrations. During the event, keep attendees engaged, 
while attracting more people to register and attend. 
Afterwards, stay engaged with your audience, so they come 
back for your next virtual event.

Content & Programming
Months prior to the virtual event, engage with your target 
audience to determine the topics they’re most interested 
in. Understand the primary challenges they face and the 
burning questions they need answered. Use quantitative and 
qualitative approaches to understanding their interests.

User Experience & Design
While no two virtual event user journeys are the same, we 
recommend that you craft the desired user journey and 
optimize your strategy and plan around it. From there, 
you can use the event schedule to drive actions, use design 
elements to guide users and leverage platform features to 
take users where you want them to go.

Audience Engagement
When planning your virtual event, ask yourself if you’re 
providing enough opportunities for attendees to network 
and engage with one another. Two ways to encourage 
audience engagement are user-generated content and 
gamification.

On-Demand Strategy
Document lessons learned from your virtual event to make 
the next one even better. Review your analytics to learn 
how viewers engaged with your event. Invite users to take 
an online survey to share their input about the event. Ask 
them to rate each session with a numeric rating and invite 
comments, too.
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